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Resumo
Na Psicologia, a centralidade da escuta se apresenta como uma questão epis-
temológica e prática, sendo discutida no âmbito da psicologia fenomenológica
e, enquanto escuta suspensiva, como dispositivo que dispara e desenvolve a
entrevista como sua chave operativa. Trata-se de uma articulação teórica na
perspectiva da fenomenologia clássica de Edmund Husserl, que exige considerar
a esfera transcendental e a antropologia resultante das reduções intersubjetivas
realizadas pelo fundador da fenomenologia. Para a Psicologia, explicita a rela-
ção inerente entre pessoa e cultura, tema que coloca em questão os objetos e
o modo de fazer pesquisa empírico-fenomenológica, bem como consequências
para a clínica. Os resultados equivalem a uma sequência de análises fenomeno-
lógicas, partindo das análises preliminares da entrevista e da escuta, em seus
momentos hiléticos e noéticos. A escuta suspensiva é operada como encontro
de horizontes de expectativa, indicando sua complexidade e especificidades de
sua execução.
Palavras-chaves: escuta; entrevista; psicologia fenomenológica

Abstract
The centrality of listening to Psychology is presented as an epistemological and
practical issue, being discussed within the scope of phenomenological psycho-
logy and, as suspensive listening, as an operational device that, like a key, trig-
gers and develops the interview. It is a theoretical articulation from the perspec-
tive of classical phenomenology by Edmund Husserl, which demands considering
the transcendental sphere and the anthropology resulting from the intersubjec-
tive reductions carried out by the founder of phenomenology. For Psychology,
it explains the inherent relationship between person and culture, a theme that
puts objects in question and the way of doing empirical-phenomenological re-
search, as well as consequences for the clinical psychology. The results are
equivalent to a sequence of phenomenological analyses, starting with the preli-
minary analyses of the interview and listening, in its hiletic and noetic moments.
Suspensive listening is operated as a meeting of horizons of expectation, indi-
cating its complexity and specificities of its execution.
Keywords: listening; interview; phenomenological psychology

The question of listening is not an exclusive problem of phenomenology, but

it is, before that, a capital epistemological topic, even if not enough examined by

Psychology.1 It is difficult to think of Psychology without listening, either as a sci-

ence or as a profession. This difficulty arises from the fact that, if at any time the

problem of its meaning has been systematized phenomenologically and epistemo-

1 This study was financially supported by FAPESP (Fundação de Amparo à Pesquisa de São Paulo –

Process 2019/11527-6).
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logically, its topicalization seems to have had no greater impact. Therefore, without

knowing what it consists of, it is not possible to examine its place in the domain

of the area, leaving to question whether, perhaps, without listening there would be

Psychology. Although listening is frequently mentioned among psychologists, its

definition is non existent or vague, being designated as a privileged way of opening

to subjectivity. In the psychological context, to invoke it is to announce a position

of attention, care, interpretation and understanding, meaningful evocation, but still

elusive when focusing on what is at the heart of the relational dynamics practiced

by psychologists. Against this background, this article focuses on suspensive lis-

tening; a concept coined over years of empirical research practices, designating

the application of phenomenological prerogatives within the scope of the intersub-

jective relationship (Barreira & Ranieri, 2013; Barreira, 2017, 2018). Suspensive

listening results from the submission of listening, or at least in a certain way of

experiencing it, to phenomenological analysis, as well as from its operationalization

in a phenomenological key.

The foundation of phenomenological psychology is close to rigor, foresha-

dowed in the famous manifesto by Edmund Husserl, Philosophy as rigorous sci-

ence (1911/1965), giving philosophical work a role that goes beyond the uncertain

boundaries of this discipline, imposing itself on the foundation of the sciences as

a whole (Farges & Pradelle, 2019; Barreira, 2011). In spite of the fact that the

foundations of phenomenological psychology (Massimi & Peres, 2019) are difficult

to master, allowing lability in their use, worldwide, few philosophical approaches

have had such a significant impact on the production of qualitative research as did

phenomenology and derivations such as hermeneutics and existentialism. In the

scope of clinical psychology, it was no different, with phenomenological radiations

in a wide range of approaches, as demonstrated by the history of its influences in

psychological care (Coelho Júnior & Barreira, 2019). Empirical-phenomenological

investigation depends on the formulation of intermediate procedures, such as the

possible use of interviews, whose coherence with the aims and means of phenome-

nology, in turn, are previously dependent on an adequate conceptual transposition

of the fundamental operations of this perspective. This is true for clinical psy-

chology which, if it is still a space for the investigation of human beings (Amatuzzi,

2001), is a situation of interventional application of psychological knowledge, which

does not correspond to the primary nature of phenomenology and encourages dif-

ferent recent systematization efforts for clinical psychology (Giorgi, 2005; Owen,

2006). Empirical-phenomenological research models in psychology have existed

for decades (Castro & Gomes, 2011; Barreira, 2018), but not models supported

by all the steps of classical phenomenology2. This article delves into conceptual

2 Classical phenomenology is understood as a way of operating phenomenologically in coherence with

the whole proposal of the founder of this philosophy, Edmund Husserl (1859-1938), following the
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and operational problematizations of suspensive listening, which aim, in the classic

way, to combine empirical research practices with phenomenological foundations.

However, these problematizations conclude by opening suspensive listening in an

unrestricted way to classical phenomenology and research. It is about highlighting

the importance of qualifying suspensive listening not only according to its contexts,

that is, with the situations in which it is put into practice, but in accordance with the

perspectives that inform it, as different hermeneutic and existential lines can be.

Even more widely, it is psychological listening itself that is called into question. In

this sense, it is necessary to affirm the scope of suspensive listening as a set of in-

tersubjective operations in tune with phenomenology, but also differentiated from it

according to its theoretical and practical derivations, that is, philosophical and epis-

temological, on the one hand, methodological and clinical on the other. Thus, one

can speak of “hermeneutical suspensive listening”, in the manner of different inter-

pretative perspectives. Significant efforts to operationalize descriptive suspensions

in investigative interviews, such as the notorious example of explicitness interviews

(Depraz, Varela, & Vermersch, 2003; Petitmengin, 2006), applied and developed in

experimental contexts, dialogue very closely with suspensive listening, although its

name designates the instrument and not the listening experience itself. This work

does not propose to make any critical cataloging of affinities and diversities contem-

plated under the name of suspensive listening but proposes its delineation in the

matrix of classical phenomenology and transcendental experience as an operational

guide.

To this end, this article will situate the context and the transcendental pers-

pective of Husserl’s phenomenology to which, in its emergence, the concept is arti-

culated and affiliated. It will present the rudiments of an intentional analysis of the

interview and of the listening to, then, describe the horizon of the suspensive liste-

ning as operative key of the phenomenological interview. It concludes by opening

suspensive listening to new qualifications that allow the anchoring of psychology to

listening as its primary field of experience.

The transcendental sphere: anthropology, psychology and phenomenolo-

gical listening

The development of phenomenological research in psychology, as well as

philosophical research dedicated to Husserl’s unpublished manuscripts in life, has

given new impetus to conceptual transpositions and innovations, as is the case with

suspensive listening, necessary for the affirmation and consolidation of the new psy-

chology desired by the philosopher (Barreira & Ranieri, 2013; Valério & Barreira,

2015; Barreira, 2017; Massimi & Peres, 2019). Two conceptual pairs intersect in

example of Edith Stein (1891-1942) (Ales Bello, 2016, 2019).
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favor of this consolidation. A first, already frankly active in the aforementioned

research tradition, puts in evidence, incessantly and gradually, the epistemological

foundations for an adequate methodological procedure. The second pair, expres-

sive of the results of the analyses of Husserl and Edith Stein and, simultaneously,

of the conceptual unfinishment they inherited as inherent to philosophy, consists of

a philosophical-phenomenological perspective anthropology, basing the new psy-

chology, that one making itself known and this one outlining its contours.

The importance of this second pair is paramount, because it is known that, in

its turn, the power of this perspective is not restricted to rigorous scientific procedu-

res, but that the results of intentional analyses have, due to the evidence explained

in its operation, normative scope with undeniable technical and human, procedural

and ethical appeal – foundations of applied psychology. Invigorating the rigor of

empirical-phenomenological research in psychology, articulating it to a normative

plot, repeatedly and renewed, propitiated by the explanations of anthropology of

phenomenological perspective, has proven to be one of the most promising ways

of consolidating this new psychology. Contrary to what may be suggested, the idea

of rigor does not mean a constraint to fixed procedural standards, but rather the

well-justified and rationally based opening of its possibilities.

Husserl’s understanding of the need to operate the epoché in psychology

is not only clear, but, in his final work (Husserl, 1926-38/1970), it is an explicit

recommendation to the psychologist who must put his/her worldly existence in pa-

rentheses to, through empathy, open up to the understanding of the other individual

based on the apprehension of his/her experiences (Ales Bello, 2016a). Therefore,

the phenomenology of empathy, dispersed in Husserl’s work and frontally themed

in the thesis defended by Edith Stein in 1917 (Ranieri & Barreira, 2012), is an una-

voidable passage for the unfolding of new and consistent conceptual resources for

psychology. The presentation and problematization of empathy, as well as the phe-

nomenological anthropology of these authors, by the philosopher Angela Ales Bello,

have laid the foundations for this task to be faced.

Always stressing that Husserl’s philosophy is a gnosiology, Ales Bello states:

Having highlighted the essential characteristics of the knowledge
process led not only to the understanding of such a process, but
also to show what the human being consists of; therefore, the the-
ory of knowledge and philosophical-phenomenological anthropology
are closely related and are characterized by a reciprocal referral from
one another (Ales Bello, 2019, p. 50).

The fact that Husserlian phenomenology is a theory of knowledge aligned it as

propaedeutic, or as a basic epistemology for the other sciences (Farge & Pradelle,

2019). Ales Bello, however, has placed an original emphasis on this connection

between gnosiology and phenomenological anthropology, opening a different pers-
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pective for the foundation of Psychology. From the focus illuminated by the Italian

philosopher, each phenomenon examined reveals correlatively the stratification of

the corporeal, psychic and spiritual unit that constitutes the human being. In this

perspective, the examination of a phenomenon opens it to the totality of the indivi-

dual’s living experience. Thus, if previous approaches were limited, for example, to

emphasizing the cognitive reduction of the phenomenon as an idea, the approach

inaugurated in psychology by the approach of Ales Bello also examines how the

phenomenon is experienced radiating to the human totality, that is, from the pre-

reflective to the reflective sphere. The value of the approach promoted by Ales Bello

is intimate with his fidelity to phenomenology, which is why the results she empha-

sizes are not intended to be naturalized as a theory, but to support the attitude of

restarting the analyses by returning to the things themselves. Therefore, metho-

dological attention always implies an epistemological style, a constant reflection on

its own way of doing things.

Under this classical perspective, suspensive listening was developed in the

course of conducting empirical research, in which the descriptive and epistemolo-

gical insufficiency found in established procedures, which adopt interviews as their

instrument, was verified. Either one sought to fill methodological gaps or, alter-

natively, one would neglect intersubjectivity as a productive sphere of phenome-

nological research in psychology, allowing the interview to be naturalized as data

collection. Suspensive listening consists of a dialogical operation that, in the re-

search process, triggers phenomenological suspension, having as premises, both,

what precedes it and what succeeds it. Namely, before delineating its objective and

experiential object, from the intentional sample, followed by the intentional cros-

sing, the conclusive analytical step in a new model of empirical-phenomenological

research (Barreira & Ranieri, 2013; Barreira, 2017, 2018). Methodologically, it is

the result of a phenomenology of the interview, pointing out the horizon of operative

experiences – the suspensive listening – that, due to a certain internal consistency,

authorizes the title of phenomenological interview in the manner of classical phe-

nomenology.

In line with the ambitions of classical phenomenology to establish a pheno-

menological psychology, the proposal of a suspensive listening as an operative con-

dition for a phenomenological interview is consistent with the fact that, throughout

the years of work, Husserl finds multiple paths for phenomenological reduction,

among them, in particular, intersubjective reduction. Although it was announced

in 1910-11, in Basic Problems of Phenomenology (Husserl, 1910-11/2006), as Ales

Bello (2016b, p. 62) warns, as the need for a ”double reduction”, the intersubjective

reduction was systematized initially in First Philosophy (Husserl, 1923-24/2019),

manuscript of the course taught by the philosopher in 1923 and 1924. For him,

just as “we can practice the phenomenological reduction concerning our own acts—
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present and intentionally implied, real and imagined acts—we can likewise practice

such a reduction with respect to the acts of the other who becomes conscious to us

through empathy” (Husserl, 1923-1924/2019, pp. 337 [135]).

The phenomenologist warns, however, that “admittedly, the situation is more

complicated concerning the acts of others who are given in empathy” (idem, pp.

337 [135]). The resumption of Husserl’s analytical passages on this is complex;

suffice to mention here that they refer to the degrees of temporal stratification

through which the transcendental ego has access to itself, comparing it to those

stratifications through which the ego accesses the alter ego. The transcendental

structure of the human being, that is, the anthropology to which phenomenologi-

cal analyses arrive, is what this reduction reveals in the agreement of shareable

experiences through which, according to the philosopher’s argument:

But once we include the possibility and actuality of other subjects,
from which we have abstracted just now, [and consider] that other
subjects can bear within themselves the same systems of experience
and stand thereby in a relation to one another in the way that the
intentional object of the system of one subject is the same as that
of another subject (idem, pp. 380 [179-180]).

In this work, Husserl (1923-24/2019) will still attribute to the analogy between

proper bodies what, in Cartesian Meditations (Husserl, 1929/1960), will be critically

revised, presenting itself as pairing (paarung) between proper bodies, which

is indicated there is now no longer something transcendental-subjective
from my own circle of life. I can now only take into consideration
the alien mentality according to its transcendental content (Husserl,
1923-24/2019, pp. [181]).

What suspensive listening, now described, does is this take into consideration

the experiential expression of the other, to which only he/she has access in the first

person. Producing an experiential narrative aims, in the investigative step by step,

to open a channel of access to the progressive and concentric execution of the in-

dispensable reductions to aim for a result that, evidencing its ultimate configurative

elements, makes explicit the experiential structure of the examined phenomenon.

Different established models of phenomenological-empirical research in psychology

do not claim the articulation of multiple analysis pathways, with proposals limited to

eidetic reduction, a situation that makes Holanda and Freitas (2011, p. 99) assess

that “the ’cutout’ of the work of Husserl [...]is responsible for most of the misun-

derstandings about his ideas”. The controversies surrounding the transition from

eidetic to transcendental reduction are directly related to resistance to philosophical

adherence to a central axis of his thinking.3 Without understanding the transcen-

dental consciousness, there is no understanding of the territory of experiences as a

3 “So great is the power of prejudice that the epoché and the transcendental reduction have been

exposed for decades, at various stages of development, without having been achieved more than
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different sphere from that of acts. Events and acts qualified as bodily, psychic and

spiritual can be apprehended thanks to an experiential sphere that is neither one

type nor the other, but properly transcendental (Ales Bello, 2016a, 2016b, 2019).

These have a character of universality and prove transcendental awareness as in-

tersubjective (Husserl, 1929/2013). Experiences are these last elements that, in

the analysis of the constitution, show themselves as characteristically bodily, psy-

chic and spiritual, explaining, through empathy and intersubjective reduction, the

systems of experience or the transcendental structure of the human being. The

phenomenological reduction of worldly experiences, taken from its concreteness,

has the purpose of making explicit its eidetic and experiential structure, that is,

that configuration of specific experiences, which allow its manifestation in the way

they are manifested and in the limits with which they manifest themselves.

It is essential to stress here that it is not possible to understand lived experi-

ence as a data of subjective interiority apart from the world, nor a data of singular

personal individuality. The lived experience is in the world, however much it is ne-

cessary to excavate subjectivity to reveal it in its evidence and distinction. What

transcendental epoché does is not to split and separate from the world, it is to

consider each thing in turn, aiming to apprehend its meaning, to become aware

of how it can participate in the worldly constitution, either in the way of practical,

sentimental-evaluative, natural, personal, arithmetic, theoretical, eidetic or trans-

cendental attitude. All of this aligns with the fact that the phenomenology

for it aims to be a science and a method that clarifies possibilities,
possibilities of knowledge, possibilities of evaluation, and clarifies
them on the basis of their fundamental essence. Such possibilities
are generally dubitable, and so research into them will be a general
research into essence (Husserl, 1907/1960, pp. 39 [51]).

Focused on the theme of culture, its possibilities of knowledge with the origi-

nal structures of the world allow an in-depth study of particular cultural dynamics.

Therefore, empirical-phenomenological research must and can follow the transcen-

dental footprints in culture, a topic that concerns the psychology of the person,

because they are people who create culture and it is culturally that people are

constituted and developed as such. According to Husserl’s words:

with the systematic progress of transcendental-phenomenological
explication of the apodictic ego, the transcendental sense of the
world must also become disclosed to us ultimately in the full con-
creteness with which it is incessantly the life-world for us all. That
applies likewise to all the particular formations of the surrounding
world, wherein it presents itself to us according to our personal up-
bringing and development or according to our membership in this
or that nation, this or that cultural community (Husserl, 1929/1960,

transcriptions, in the old psychology, distorting the meaning of the first results of the genuinely

intentional description”(Husserl, 1926-1938, pp. 253-202).
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pp. 136 [163]).

There is a set of themes – united by the idea of the transcendental sense of

the world in the full concreteness with which it is the life-world – of the greatest

interest for the realization of a psychology of culture, or, as the necessary reve-

als mutual interweaving of that with this, of a person’s psychology. In the wake

of phenomenological archeology of cultures (Ales Bello, 1998; Valério & Barreira,

2015), suffice it to say here phenomenological psychology, defending its scope and

rejecting that its value and application in psychology may be restricted to, or even

prioritize, technical reductions in cognitive themes or experimental research. There

is no less rigor or less need for phenomenology in a general psychology focused on

the person and culture, suspecting that it can only exist when it is distorted by an

experimental-positivist mentality.

Following the spirit of this philosophy, the construction of a phenomenological

psychology will not take place through the construction of psychological constructs,

as has been agreed in most approaches in the area. Its work is reversed, regres-

sive, deconstructing constructs and always aiming to return to the experiences and

their constitutive experiences. The knowledge of its results predisposes those who

appropriate it to open themselves intuitively to things themselves, refounding the

concepts from phenomenological analysis in its intuitive completion. Without this

appropriation and phenomenological mastery, the concepts are operated in an in-

terpretative way, being on the surface of the phenomenological claim. All the steps

of this investigative and productive work are based on what is offered from this re-

turn to the things themselves. However, it is necessary to continue to problematize

in depth how the methodological passages most appropriate to psychology, those of

interpersonal encounter, can correspond to the regressive purpose. Taken superfi-

cially, the interviews, the most frequent resource in empirical investigations, build

discourses, collect data, record representations. The epistemological and metho-

dological deepening of the interview demands that it be systematically theorized as

an experiential moment, an interlocution based on intersubjective experience, an

intentional conduction of a call to an expressive attitude of a first-hand experience

report, that is, an attitude of openness and revelation of the phenomenon as ex-

perienced by the person. Although there is no lack of competent developments in

interview procedures aimed at experience (Ranieri & Barreira, 2010), psychologi-

cal clinic as a mobilizing encounter with contact with the experience (Stanghellini,

2004), nor findings that the interview is an intersubjective process (Feijoo & Lessa,

2014), no theoretical systematization placed the issue as a determining step in the

whole arc of empirical-phenomenological research. Not being an informative col-

lection, nor a construction of discourse, only an interview processed as conducting,

receiving and understanding experiences that present themselves as a particular
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phenomenon – the listening itself made available in a suspensive way – can pro-

vide psychology with the indispensable resource for, in its praxis, join Husserl’s

project of transcendental phenomenology.

Phenomenology of the interview

From an objective point of view, in empirical psychological investigations,

interviews characterized as open, semi-structured, and in-depth are suitable and

consistent with phenomenology. The insufficiency of this characterization is in the

only very general commitment to the description of the quality of the desired re-

port, as well as the intersubjective process by which the report is arrived at, which

leaves it subject to variations and executions that may be incompatible with the

phenomenological purpose of “returning to the things themselves”. An illustrative

incompatibility occurs in a report that is nothing more than a finished speech or that

remains in a representative register, that is, that speaks about the experience, that

explains it, that refers to it. Having the flexibility, characteristic of open and semi-

structured interviews, to ask for more information and ask new questions as the

interviewee speaks, although it indicates a condition without which a phenomeno-

logical interview cannot be performed it does not apprehend the specifics without

which an interview cannot be characterized as phenomenological – at least in the

manner of classical phenomenology.

The expression suggests and the thing confirms: an interview places points

of view to meet, as the etymology that refers to the French entrevue wants. “Inter”

is based on Latin inter, meaning in the middle of; “view” in the Latin videre, see.

Interviewing can thus be thought of as an act of accessing our own point of view

to the point of view of the other, bringing a shared point of view to the middle of

us. It is equivalent to a meeting of points of view and, etymologically, to happen,

it would not require more than two people looking at the same thing together. The

convention of the use of the word interview is strong enough that this meeting of

points of view is situated in a dialogue that implies questions and answers. This

ingredient brought by the convention reinforces the idea of displacement from one

point of view to the other. It does not take more than that to highlight an essential

feature of the interview phenomenon. Therefore, the variety of interview possibili-

ties is enormous and it does not matter to search it in all its typology, but to outline

it as a phenomenological interview.

Focused on the experience of first consciousness, the phenomenological in-

terview will aim to produce reports of experience, that is, expressive in first hand,

of what was experienced in the first person. If the production of such a report is

its intention, one cannot, however, reduce what develops during the interview to

just the finished report. The phenomenological interview is itself a phenomenon,
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therefore, an experience lived and operationalized as suspensive listening. The deli-

berate intention of the suspensive listening puts into practice the phenomenological

interview, therefore, it invites someone to a speech that is involved and encompas-

ses by active listening and interested in accessing the experience of others. In the

phenomenological interview, although the evident role is that of the speaker, the

prominence, discreet and tacit, but axial to call and host a speech that is still la-

tent, belongs to the listener. Therefore, listening implies speech, being the very

medium (between, inter) in which the perceptual encounter takes place. If, on the

one hand, it alone is not a guarantee for the evocation of an experiential narrative,

the quality of listening draws and sustains the ambience for such qualified speech.

Phenomenology of the Listening

Before proceeding to outline the specificities, complexities and difficulties for

carrying out suspensive listening, it is important to indicate some of its eidetic ele-

ments, in a preliminary phenomenological reduction of listening. Psychological and

operational phenomenon, listening has oscillating and interdependent dosages of

two poles, one passive and the other active. Although listening is different from

hearing, originally, listening implies4 hearing, its passive pole. Materially linked

to a sensory organ, hearing means being affected by sound. In Husserl’s work, a

Greek word (hyle) is used to call the living materiality that constitutes corporea-

lity, hyletics (Ghigi, 2003; Barreira, 2014; Valério & Barreira, 2015). The hyletic

characteristics of sonority as a reduced phenomenon, argues Husserl in more than

one work, have no spatial location. A certain scientific tradition named it secondary

quality, unlike those primary qualities that occupy a material place in space and can

be perceived by touch and vision, both locally determined. Thus, auditory hyletics

opens up as a horizon of temporal extension and spatial indeterminacy. Because

it has an outstanding nature of spatiality – in other words, abstracted from space

– hearing is the perceptive sense that has the best correlations with symbolic ac-

tivity, with thought, with the very absence of the confines of the soul warned by

Heraclitus. If tact and sight refer to concreteness and evidence, once the sonority

can designate things absent from the here and now – invisible and untouchable

– it can be assumed that the auditory hyletics was, from the point of view of its

historical genesis, determinant for the development of categorical thinking and lan-

guage itself.5 Organically, the auditory sense is the one that least directly can reject

4 As an interlocution, there can be listening without hearing and speech without sound, as in the case

of communities of deaf people who communicate through a sign language, such as Libras (Brazilian

language for the deaf), anchored in the spatialization of language through symbolic gestures.
5 As for sign languages, one can ask whether they would have the symbolic and abstract scope that

they currently have without the previous base of the language of listeners and speakers, in which

the elaboration of meanings that refer to what is absent would have, according to the present

hypothesis, developed based on the objectification of sonorous hyletics.
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being triggered. You can close your eyes, move away from your body, hold your

breath and close your mouth, voluntarily and immediately restricting the activation

of vision, touch, smell and taste, but the ears depend on the mediation of other

organs, such as hands, to close to the hearing. The ears are ”permanently”open,

characterizing hearing as the sense less subject to the immediate control of the will,

leading, more than the other senses, hearing to combine with reception.

Where there is only hearing (hyletics), listening is disabled due to the ab-

sence of its operative (noetic) pole, the pole that takes the hearing with something

more than sensoriality, such as attention, appreciation, sense, understanding, me-

aning. Where there is no “hearing”, there is no listening, but pure cognitive activity,

in the limit, manic thinking. Hearing in quotes wants to emphasize that it can occur

without the effective (real) sound, being replaced by vision, memory or imagina-

tion, as an inner speech, as an attitude of waiting and receptivity in which someone

listens to himself/herself, to an Other, to silence, waiting for something to emerge,

which, like the poets, does not yet know what it is, but appears as an artistic crea-

tion. Regarding artistic exteriorization, music and listening allude to the soul’s own

movements, expressing and impressing feelings that dispense with verbal language

and take on corporeality. Mentioning it reminds us that, although not privileged in

the present section, musicality has notable psychological and therapeutic impacts,

denoting an amplitude for suspensive listening that cannot be achieved here. Howe-

ver, if the tones of the sound affection have their cultural example par excellence in

musicality, they also fulfill a key particularity for the theme of listening interested

in the experience of others, empathic listening. Noteworthy are some intuitions

exposed by Edith Stein regarding the “phonic materials” that, even in the absence

of human language, the case of our relationship with animals, allows us to enter

“the current psychic life while expressing anger, anguish, pain – the whole range of

animal affections” (Stein, 1932-33/2000, p. 91 <74>). Using Edith Stein, we can

move on to what, based on the affective scale, inhabits the center of suspensive

listening as an operation of welcoming and objective interpersonal understanding:

What distinguishes, from the point of view of phonic material, human
language from merely affective sounds is the continuity of speech,
the composition of the material in fixed, structured (”articulated”)
forms and a regular rhythm and tone corresponding to this forma-
tion. If we consider the phenomenon of language in its entirety, the
articulated forms are converted into carriers of fixed meanings, the
flow of speech in a context of meaning; this is how language, as a
form of linguistic expression that refers to a context of meaning cre-
ated in a living way and as a free use of linguistic expression, reaches
the goal of communication (Stein, 1932-33/2000, p. 91 <75>).

For a consideration of interpersonal listening in its entirety, the elements ex-

posed during the analysis need to be replaced as a whole. We soon see how listening

can occur not only with the ear, but with the person’s whole body and integrality,
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considering that gesturality, facial expressiveness, affectivity participate in the em-

pathic and communicative process, as well as reasoning, memories, understanding

and everything that is more pertinent to human language. Lingis (2007) emphasize

the tact dimension on listening. This places listening as a situated phenomenon,

which imposes particularities on the idea of suspension. As a reader, I can inter-

rupt myself and go back a few words, lines, paragraphs and pages back to search

for the connections between this and other moments in the text. The possibility of

locating a meaning in a given section of the text is offered by the spatial fixation

of written signs. The confines of the meaning and precision of the written and read

material, therefore, differ from those of speech and listening, less precise, more

fluid, subject to the temporal ostensibility of current linguistic expression, to the

memory and retention of the here and now of interlocution. The work of listening

does not take place together with the stability of the written spatial support, requi-

ring attention and skills that psychological practice ethically exercises underlining

facets of communication that philosophical rationalization, in turn, can disregard.

The expertise developed by psychologists has a lot to contribute to clarifying

what happens in the act of listening. Directed both to research and to clinical psy-

chology, in the phenomenological field, a unique contribution, in this sense, is the

work of the Brazilian psychologist Mauro Martins Amatuzzi (2001) who, relying on

Maurice Merleau-Ponty, demonstrates the quality of two types of talk. A second talk

(talks about talks) and a first (authentic) talk, which are able to apprehend when

the emergence of meaning comes directly from the lived experience. As say Lingis:

”With words we stay in touch with things. We also recognize and respect those who

have long and deep experience with things”(Lingis, 2007, p.6). We can talk about

a ”tactful language”remembering with Lingis that ”there is a speaking that from a

distance makes contact with the heartache, fury, mortification, wariness, and se-

crecy of a body”(Lingis, 2007, p.4). Such apprehension is empathetic and would

not be the same without following the rhythm, silences, pauses and intonations,

which, if they are not taken up in articles and reports that communicate research

results, are decisive in the interview and analysis process, allowing to recognize

reports of own experiences. A talk that keeps congruence between the narrative

and feelings that accompany it, or, on the contrary, a talk in which these elements

are dissociated, they bring important indexes for the conduct of the interview, so-

metimes imperceptible when reading a transcribed material. It is true that this

may even be irrelevant in certain contexts of listening, which leads to the problem

of its relationship with different orientations during listening. To this end, one can

legitimately follow the clue left by Husserl on the necessary conversion of attitude

to make phenomenology.
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Suspensive listening: condition of possibility of phenomenological inter-

view

Usually, listening, like what was said about empathy elsewhere, “is extraor-

dinarily ordinary” (Barreira, 2014, p. 55), being “so common to interpersonal expe-

rience that it is hidden, and not becomes thematic, remaining implicit in our worldly

consciousness” (idem). Therefore, the beginning of its qualification is favored when

its context is outlined, indicating a relational and intentional framework that does

not position it arbitrarily. Some common traits of adequate listening between the

investigative-comprehensive interview and the nature of the psychological clinic are

closely linked, which does not exempt them from a necessary differentiation. Take

the clinic attention itself, which is not exclusive to Psychology, as an emblema-

tic starting point for the description of listening according to the orientations (or

attitudes) adopted in the interlocution.

Thus, in the health context, clinical care informed by the biomedical model

performs a scientific-natural listening. This disregards the subjectivity of the pa-

tient, guiding and filtering the narratives only in what provides objective data to

establish the relationships between circumstances, chronology and symptoms suf-

ficiently for the determination of diagnosis, prognosis and prescription. The natural

orientation, understood as the presumption – consistent with that of Natural Science

– that there is a world independent of the conscience that apprehends it, is expres-

sed in explanatory and factual narratives that, in general, imply a certain rejection

of subjectivity as a participant in the constitution of the world. Narratively, this

translates into an objective discourse. The idea of an interview as data collection,

for example, is precisely compatible with the natural orientation. Under similar gui-

dance, one should also point out a psychological-natural listening in which speech

and subjectivity are readily interpreted and framed objectively, seeing a psychic

functioning and assigning meanings underlying the narrative according to theore-

tical assumptions of the adopted perspective, whatever it may be, psychoanalytic,

existential, cognitive-behavioral, etc. This is critically exemplified in psychiatry by

Stanghellini (2004).

It is not difficult to detect a listening on psychologism orientation as well.

Following a historicist or subjectivist orientation, it turns, by its time, to the indivi-

dual’s relative point of view, taking the singularity of the experience as sufficient and

independent of any generalizable constitutive trait, dispensing with objective me-

anings and assuming the relativistic as an insurmountable partiality to rationality.

Under this presumption, the distance from partiality can only be reduced by a type

of perspectivism that adds, compares, validates, approaches and accommodates

different points of view.

The natural and historicist orientations show a predetermined horizon on the
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part of those who listen to also direct narrative, if not objectively, subjectively, by

only listening to what the assumed attitude puts as their interest. The reflections

typical of classical phenomenology do not claim to abolish the horizon, but they do

not intend to naively assume the assumptions that inform it. It is for this reason

that the theoretical systematization of suspensive listening needs to make explicit

its assumptions – that of transcendental phenomenology – justifying what makes

it possible and what it aims for in its execution, returning to phenomenological

anthropology, intersubjective reduction, empathy and the expressive narrative of

intentional experience as structuring elements of its background. Thus, suspensive

listening synthesizes operations that intend, by means of a dialogical exchange,

to bring together the horizons of two poles, that of the speaker and that of the

listener, through the empathic apprehension of the experience with its respective

mutual understanding.

Every phenomenon has a horizon of indeterminacy, which is valid for the

personal perception of each one. One can speak of a singular horizon in which the

unique and exclusive personality of each self is considered and can be the object

of reflection, even if there are dimensions of the self always accessible exclusively

to the self. In a personal horizon, there are also more shared spheres, such as a

horizon of (relatively) common culture, a historical (relatively) common horizon and

a socio-political horizon (relatively) common. The approximation between the ho-

rizons of the two poles of listening will be affected by this stratification and by what

is more or less common between them. However, it is important to consider, above

all, that the horizon of expectation of those who listen deliberately and operationally

aims to approach the singular horizon of the speaker. For this, the common aspects

of the horizons of both play an important role and that does, largely, exempt from

the “natural” orientation. What is natural here is not an adherence to the thesis of

the objective existence of the world independent of the subject of its knowledge,

but it is equivalent to considering by relatively well known, even if not examined

closely, certain things proper to the intersubjectively shared life-world. In effect,

suspensive listening performs a zigzag of orientations, oscillating from one to the

other in favor of detection and respective plunge into those experiential moments

that are decisive for a better understanding of what is sought. A double dynamic of

retention and protension, each one living particularly in the horizons of expectati-

ons of those who speak and listen, operates converging from the theme experience.

The topicalization of experience radiates through both horizons, illuminating them

to anyone who is dedicated to pursuing them. The surrounding world and previous

knowledge along the shared horizon intersubjectively connect the unique horizons

of each pole (monad). The temporality dynamics of each pole is also accompanied

by a dynamic of orientations: oscillation between natural, personalistic and phe-

nomenological orientation, through which the horizons are approaching. However,
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submission to the comprehensive purpose gives suspension the priority to which

other attitudes, prior knowledge, natural and transcendental, come to the rescue.

The more these prior knowledge are based on transcendental experiences, that is,

on the explanation provided by transcendental reductions, the more predisposition

to follow the clues that make empty intuitions into filled intuitions will be on the

part of the listener. Husserl declares that: “Thus every transcendental discovery,

by doing back into the natural attitude, enriches my psychic life and (apperceptively

as a matter of course) that of every other” (Husserl, 1926-38/1970, p. 210 [214]).

Therefore, aiming at what it aims for, within the expectation horizon of classi-

cal phenomenological investigation, the guiding orientation of suspensive listening

is empathic-psychological. Its intention is comprehensive and aims to apprehend

an lived experience as it appears, as it happens to the individual interviewed. By

offering guidance to the speaker, its questions want to move away from only ex-

planatory and factual speech. Antagonistically, directing the narrative to likes and

dislikes, feelings and sensations, without describing the situation to which it refers,

would fall into a subjectivism that also does not give access to the lived experi-

ence. A narrative that is expressive of the interviewee’s perception, as closely as

possible to what was originally perceived, is sought, avoiding both a narrative of

impressions and the distance that would correspond to a perception of perception

and, successively, the replacement of perception originated by a chronic discourse

and established about it, that is, a naturalistic connection of what was directly ex-

perienced, and the same is valid for what results from an objectified polyphony as

impersonal speech. Thus, the shared point of view that is desired in a phenomeno-

logical interview is the point of view that allows to comprehensively retracing on the

lived experience, apprehending its personal chain and accessing its inner sense.

The execution of suspensive listening guides the two subjective poles invol-

ved in the process: 1. the interviewer adopts the empathic-psychological orien-

tation to apprehend the phenomenon as it is experienced by the interviewee and,

for this, both actively directs him/her to his/her own perception and accompanies

him/her empathetically in his/her intentional movement towards the topic at hand;

2. the interviewee, guided by the researcher’s questions and interests, assumes

reflexive personalistic orientation, that is, expresses the way he/she personally ex-

periences the theme. In this orientation, it is directed towards a resumption of

the perception of what was experienced, with his/her point of view, objects, va-

lues, positions, actions, imaginations, affections, interactions. Here, with the inter-

viewee’s perception at stake, the researcher suspends the judgments that he/she

himself/herself made about the thematized experience, positioning it openly to what

is expressed by the person. This interest of those who operate suspensive liste-

ning is the opposite of closed anticipation or presumption of contents, senses and

meanings about what is being reported, being both a precondition and a dynamic
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process of the interview. As a precondition, it is an attitude intentionally assumed

by the interviewer who is phenomenologically oriented, moving between natural,

empathic-psychological and phenomenological orientation. As a dynamic process,

the understanding seeks to confirm and deepen during the interview, in a dialogi-

cal coming and going that allows the comprehensive covering of the intentionality

of others, including exploring aspects whose meaning is implicit, obscure for the

interviewee himself/herself. This movement is directly related to the zigzag os-

cillation and the dynamics of changing attitudes, natural, empathic-psychological,

phenomenological, operating as a synergy of retentions and protections that aims

at access to authentic narrative (Amatuzzi, 2001).

Conclusion

The proposition of suspensive listening as the operative key of the phenome-

nological interview places Husserl’s project of psychology at a practical and dialogi-

cal moment. Without any abandonment of the theory of knowledge, it is interesting

to clarify how, in a specific procedure of interpersonal relationships, scientifically

valid knowledge, that is, knowledge of essence can be extracted from a dialogi-

cal relational dynamic. In this sense, adopting a pre-transcendental Husserlian

perspective, Giorgi (2005) pointed out contributions from the phenomenological

perspective to a technical practice, including the application of the psychological

phenomenological reduction. What we propose here through suspensive listening

is the possibility of moving towards an operationalization of transcendental reduc-

tion, following Husserl’s project. Whether or not the ideas for suspensive listening

are accepted as this operative key, without such an elucidation, the phenomeno-

logical psychology project is bound to remain a theoretical project. Against the

advancement of this psychology, much conceptual squeamish and precautions act

as a kind of theoretical block. This is not new to phenomenology, whose progress

has assumed its vocation for philosophical struggle in the name of authentic hu-

manity (Husserl, 1926-1938/1970; Barreira, 2013). As a science and profession,

psychology has an ethical mission to assume its part in this fight for authentic sci-

ence and humanity (Barreira, 2011). The significance of this and its scope can

vary, as is the case with the important derivations of classical phenomenology. In

this sense, the qualification and the epistemological and practical improvement of

suspensive listening, certainly unrestricted to the Husserlian and Steinian perspec-

tives, will have as their determining axes their systematization according to other

approaches and according to their application setting.
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